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        Software Development for Enterprises

        We develop software products and provide digital platform engineering services in Sydney, Gold Coast and Brisbane

        Read our articlesContact us
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                Trusted Development Team Augmentation Partner

                Team Brookvale specialises in enhancing internal software development teams to meet tight deadline projects and solving complex tasks. As a trusted augmentation partner, we seamlessly integrate with your existing teams to provide a powerful boost to your software development initiatives.

                Scale your team, deliver projects on time and budget and enhance technical capabilities.

            

        

        
            
                Automation software and API integration

                Team Brookvale has extensive experience in API integration and developing automation software. We provide complete software development services from idea through development to maintenance.

                Team Brookvale has extensive experience in creating high performance, bespoke application in a wide range of environments including business apps, B2C apps and IoT. We take personal pride in delivering the best possible solutions for our clients.
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        Global Team

        We are a global team headquartered on the Gold Coast. When Australia sleeps Team Brookvale in Europe is working hard.
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        Agile

        During the development process we meet you on a regular basis to show your software in progress to make sure that the development is in line with your expectations.
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        Transparent Process

        We provide a break-down of specific milestones, timeframe and costs. Along with test builds you will always have a clear understanding of the progress of the development.
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                What is Machine learning and what to expect in the future

                Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) that uses algorithms and data to enable computers to learn and make decisions without explicit programming.

                Read more
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                Mobile App development for Gainsborough Australia

                Team Brookvale, had the opportunity to work with one of Australia’s largest lock manufacturers, an ASX 200 and S&P 500 listed company and created an incredible smart lock App that is now available all over Australia.

                Read more
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                Open Source Historical stock data downloader application

                Our latest lightweight application which downloads historical stock data from Yahoo Finance has been made available on GitHub as an open source project.

                Read more
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                The basics of delivering a software project on time and on budget

                Delivering a software development project on time and on budget is a complex task which requires constant reviews and iterations at a management level.

                Read more
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                Modifying npm packages - the right way

                Set up the perfect package for your app.

                Read more
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                Facebook Marketing API: Location targeting – caveats and solutions (part one)

                Using Facebook Marketing API to create a digital marketing software

                Read more
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                How to stop Google Ads overspending your fixed budget?

                Save costs with automation

                Read more
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                Website development for the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation

                Website development for the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation

                Read more
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                Tutorial – Roboust XML level building in Unity

                Having a robust process for loading levels is essential.

                Read more
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                Smart city IoT applications

                Air pollution in big cities is a huge problem and with the ever growing number of cars it’s getting worse each year.

                Read more
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                Virtual Reality combined with real roller coaster ride

                One of the Gold Coast theme parks was seeking a solution to overhaul a roller coaster ride by enhancing the experience with virtual reality (VR).

                Read more
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                Smart city IoT applications

                The objective of smart city applications is to integrate information, communication and decision making seamlessly and in return to improve quality of life.

                Read more
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                How low-cost, low-performance computers are shaping the future of IoT

                IoT systems are everywhere from industrial to consumer solutions. As computing and electronics are getting cheaper we will soon see a new generation of applications called Internet of Everyday Things.

                Read more
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                IoT door control system live in Cryo

                

                Read more
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                OZIPCAL – Investment property calculator app is out!

                OZIPCAL is out exclusively on the Australian App Store. A powerful tool which helps you understand how incoming and outgoing costs stack up in a straightforward manner.

                Read more
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                Saboteur Diver goes open source

                Saboteur Diver, our isometric stealth game is available for the game developer community as a free download.

                Read more
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                Learn how a 17 year old IBM invention is powering the IoT devices – An overview of the MQTT protocol

                What is MQTT?

                Read more
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                From idea to App Store

                How does app development work and how much does it cost?

                Read more
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                Saboteur Diver in “The Best iPhone Games of the Week” at Time.com

                Saboteur Diver has been featured in “The Best iPhone Games of the Week” at Time.com

                Read more
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        Clients include
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        Case studies
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                Payroll Recalculation Case study

                Download
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                Excel Reporting Automation Case study

                Download
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                Google & Facebook Marketing API Automation Case study

                Download
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            Services

            
                
                    [image: Enterprise Software Development]Enterprise Software Development

                    Increase sales and efficiency with a custom made web application. From front end software to back-end we cover all aspects of enterprise development.
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                    We build your idea into a mobile app! From concept through coding to marketing we ensure your app combines form and function while it reaches its audience.
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                    We help businesses to control hardware devices, monitor data streams, connect them to the cloud and enable communication between the machines.
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                    Bringing innovation to the fields of Mobile, IoT, Cloud, Social and Analytics. We help you to develop a robust mobile strategy based on a roadmap that delivers seamless user experience across multiple channels.

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    [image: Code Review]Code Review

                    We provide a standard, fixed-price, code review service. The service includes systematic examination, overall quality report and recommendations of source code improvements.
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                     Integrate with just about anything! Connecting mobile applications and software systems with one another improves the user experience and productivity.

                

            

            
                
                    [image: AI & Machine learning]AI & Machine learning

                    Traditional Machine Learning solutions including regression and ensemble tree based models, including but not limited to LightGBM, XGBoost, Random Forest based implementations. Extensive experience in Feature Engineering. Deep Learning and Reinforcement learning with Keras / TensorFlow and PyTorch. We also build automated workflows by integrating ChatGPT API.
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                    Powerful UI and UX is the key to create the best possible software product. We help you build up and iterate the wireframes for your project. Through numerous workshops and iterations we will create the foundations for your idea.
                        More...
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        Technologies we support
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            Speak to one of our Service or Solution experts today

            
                Phone:

                1300 891 542

            

            
                Email:

                sales@teambrookvale.com.au
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                    Suite 126, 117 Old Pittwater Rd

                    Brookvale NSW 2100
                

                
                    4 Starling St

                    Burleigh Heads QLD 4220
                

                
                    Level 18, 324 Queen St

                    Brisbane City QLD 4000
                

                
                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
        

    
    
    
    
    
